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Annual Progress Report for 
Design of Survivable Heterogeneous Data Networks 
NSF Grant# 
Lloyd W. Clarke 
Overview of Research 
We began work on the above NSF grant in September, 1992. this work 
involves the development of novel solution techniques for designing networks 
to survive under link or node failure. The interconnection of Local Area Net-
works, the connection of LANs to Wide Area Networks, the interconnection 
of WANs, are all examples of heterogeneous data networks. Each of these 
networking problems have unique characteristics based on the communica-
tions protocols and the routing behavior of the interconnect devices. 
The first half of the research is focused on mathematical aspects of ap-
propriate network models. Since one of the major issues of LAN and WAN 
networks is data flow, we concentrate on a network model that uses a path 
oriented design approach. The path approach can guarantee transmission 
from origin to destination of a specified amount of data. 
The second half of the research will apply and expand these algorithms 
to specific scenarios from the telecommunications industry. We are currently 
pursuing a working relationship with companies in the telecommunications 
industry that would be capable and interested in a information exchange. 
Below we summarize our progress in the area of network algorithms. 
Progress for Network Algorithms 
Our work began with the investigation of the link based network algo-
rithms. We make the distinction between network design based on links 
where one has to decide what links to place in the network to ensure surviv-
ability, and design based on paths where one has to choose among a set of 
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paths for each origin-destination pair to ensure survivability. The link based 
approach can be done efficiently in many instances. Work done in this area 
is described in the enclosed paper "A System of Designing Minimum Cost 
Survivable Networks," written by the two P.I. and submitted for publication . 
The paper includes the following: 
• Formulations for link survivable and node survivable models. 
• Methods for finding the lower bound and optimal solution via mathe-
matical programming 
• Design heuristics for an initial survivable network and ways to improve 
the design. 
• Several techniques are put together for a comprehensive system of de-
sign, with numerical results. 
In the progression from link based formulation to path based formulation 
we developed a paper that provides the reader with tools and background 
information needed to do research in the area of survivable network design. 
The paper "The Design of Minimum Cost Survivable Telecommunication 
Networks: A Synthesis" (enclosed) is still in draft form. The paper covers: 
• Brief description of network reliability 
• Fundamental concepts of network survivability, disjoint paths, and bi-
connected subgraphs 
• Formulations and sample research using link based designs 
• Formulations and sample research using path based designs 
The current focus of our research is finding an efficient solution for the 
path-based survivable network formulation. The path based approach in 
some respects is difficult to deal with than the link based approach. The 
path based approach bas an exponential number of variables. This can be 
dealt with using a column generation approach. Research in the area of 
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column generation is not as mature as cutting planes (used for link based 
approaches). We have a formulation for the path based approach. Panjing 
Gong, Ph.D. student of Lloyd Clarke, has developed a preliminary version of 
the code to solve this problem using column generation. We have been invited 
to discuss our work in the Fall ' 93 ORSA/TIMS Joint National Meeting in 
Phoenix. 
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Annual Progress Report for 
Design of Survivable Heterogeneous Data Networks 
NSF Grant NCR 92-06764 
(September 1993 to August 1994) 
G. Anandalingam, University of Pennsylvania 
Lloyd W. Clarke, Georgia Institute of Technology 
This is the second year of research on the above NSF grant. The work involves the 
development of formulations and novel solution techniques for designing heterogeneous 
data networks to survive under link or node failure. 
1 Survivable Network Algorithms 
We made substantial progress on this research. vVe have completed much of the work 
on link based network algorithms, and have produced a software package that, when 
exercised, yields a survivable topology. This software has been used in our research 
on international networks and in LAN-LAN networks (both to be described later). As 
outlined in our Progress Report last year (July 1993), this work involves formulating 
the survivable network design problem, obtaining heuristics for solving problems with 
numerous nodes, integrating these heuristics into a Design System, and obtaining nu-
merical results that show the computational performance of the Design System. We 
have done all of these things. 
The highlights on this research was the final revisions made to a paper that we 
(Lloyd Clarke and G. Anandalingam) submitted to the journal Computers and Oper-
ations Research entitled "A Bootstrap Heuristic for Designing Minimum Cost Surviv-
able Networks"; this paper should appear in print shortly. In February 1994 we have 
submitted another paper entitled "An Integrated System for Designing Minimum Cost 
Survivable Telecommunications Networks" for publication. We expect to hear a decision 
on this shortly. We also have a Survey Paper entitled "The Design of Minimum Cost 
Survivable Telecommunications Networks: A Synthesis" that provides the reader with 
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tools and background information needed to do research in this area. This paper has 
been circulated for comments, and is being continuously revised. We hope to complete 
this process soon, and then submit the paper for publication. 
Early portion of this work emphasized link based network algorithms. The current 
emphasis is path based algorithms. We make the distinction between network design 
based on links where one has to decide what links to place in the network to ensure 
survivability, and design based on paths where one has to choose among a set of paths 
for each origin-destination pair to ensure survivability. The path based approach has the 
advantage of better being able to deal with capacity constraints and origin destination 
flow requirements. 
The path based algorithm is the basis of the dissertation of Panjing Gong, a Ph.D. 
student supervised by Lloyd Clarke at Georgia Institute of Technology. With the path 
based models, the number of variables is a factorial function. A 10 node network can 
have over 2 million variables. This is handled by using column generation techniques, 
where the initial problem will only have a small subset of the variables and additional 
variables are added as needed as the algorithm progresses. 
Determining how and when to add variables to the model requires a reasonable 
amount of optimization theory. This theory isn't easily applied to survivable networks. 
The current emphasis is general networks with capacity constraints. The available ca-
pacity is modeled as DSO and DSl lines. There is a choice of a discrete number of each 
of these two line types. Network design problems with discrete capacity choices are 
very difficult problems. Optimal solutions can be found for problems in size of up to 
20 nodes. Comparing our path based formulation to a standard arc based formulation 
we can find optimal solutions 5 to 10 times faster. These results were presented at the 
Fall '93 ORSA/TIMS Joint National Meeting in Phoenix and the Institute of Industrial 
Engineers (liE) Research Conference in Atlanta, March 1994. A copy of the presentation 
slides are enclosed. 
The path based formulation now includes three models to represent different meth-
ods of combining the different capacity lines available. We are beginning to address the 
routing issue. Different types of networks will allow flow for a specific origin destination 
pair to travel multiple routes. The one route case, adds additional integer variables 
and significantly complicates the column generation. The additional models and rout-
ing constraints is the current emphasis of the path algorithm research. We are seeking 
feed back from the optimization community by presenting our work in the 15th Inter-
national Symposium on Mathematical Programming in Ann Arbor, August 1994. We 
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have accepted an invitation from the ORSA Technical Section on Telecommunications 
to present this work at the Fall '94 ORSA/TIMS Joint National Meeting in Detroit and 
hope to get useful feedback from this group. In addition to conference presentations, we 
are currently preparing a paper and Ph.D. proposal. 
2 Design of Survivable International Networks 
This research is the basis of the dissertation of Keesung Nam, a Ph.D. student super-
vised by G. Anandalingam at the University of Pennsylvania entitled The Design of 
Survivable International Telecommunications Networks (Table of Contents attached). 
The main differences between designing survivable data networks for corporations lo-
cated in one country, and distributed across the globe are: (a) the peak communications 
traffic between pairs of countries occurs at different times, and (b) different countries 
have different objectives, although they may use the same network. Thus, telecommu-
nications networks can be used very efficiently by implementing dynamic routing that 
sends traffic via transit countries. 
In N am's dissertation, we have formulated two kinds of problems. First, we have 
examined a survivable network that uses pre-planned time varying dynamic routing 
based on the daily traffic profile among countries (Chapter 3). Each country-to-country 
pair can choose the degree of survivability by giving the network designer a parameter 
that fixes the amount of traffic that should be re-routed under node or link failure. We 
have also derived heuristics to solve large size problems and have tested the heuristics 
against lower bounds. The heuristic is very simple: It involves decomposing the problem, 
using the Design System of Clarke and Anandalingam to solve part of the new structure, 
and in the other part, using linear programming to solve integer programming problems 
and rounding the solutions in a pre-arranged order. We have tested the problem on both 
an Atlantic and a Pacific Basin network. The Pacific Basin network is large (containing 
15 countries) with more than 40,000 variables, many of them integer, and around 60,000 
constraints. The problem was solved in 16-33 minutes on a SUN SparcStation, and was 
within 1 per cent of the Lower Bound. These are excellent results. 
The second problem we examined involved the advantages and disadvantages for the 
countries to form a coalition in order to design a truly integrated network. The issues 
were the increase in benefits and decrease in costs to the entire coalition of designing 
the network cooperatively, and how these benefits should be distributed to the players 
equitably. (Chapter 5 in Nam's dissertation). For this we used developments in Coop-
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erative Game Theory. We also wanted to examine whether the U. S. should take the 
lead in developing the international network. The issue here is whether there are eco-
nomic gains to be made by being the leader in a non-cooperative Stackelberg game, or 
whether one should only be part of a coalition. To analyze this case, we had to develop 
some methodology in hi-level programming (Chapter 4) . All of the numerical analysis in 
these cases were based on real world data that was distilled very carefully from published 
sources. 
We will be presenting a paper on this research at a Workshop in the United Kingdom, 
and hope to submit two papers on this research to telecommunications journals. 
3 The LAN-LAN Internetworking Problem 
We have made significant progress in this area of research which will form much of 
the Ph.D. dissertation of Frances Lee who is supervised by G. Anandalingam at the 
University of Pennsylvania. This work will continue on to next year, and we expect that 
the dissertation will be completed by May 1995. 
vVe have examined a number of bridges and routers in the commercial market, and 
have extracted out all the important features . The issue is which device one would use 
in interconnecting different LANs. This examination has resulted in a draft of a paper 
entitled "On the Choice of Bridges and Routers as Internetworking Devices" . We want 
to emphasize that this paper is a preliminary draft and is expected to undergo substantial 
revisions during the summer) July - August 1994. 
We have also modeled the survivable LAN-LAN internetworking problem using a 
hierarchical architecture. In this case, we use either a combination of remote routers 
and backbone routers or bridges and backbone routers. The remote network is designed 
using both a mathematical programming approach and a statistical clustering approach. 
We have examined the computational performance of each. The backbone network is 
designed using the Design System that was produced by Clarke and Anandalingam, 
described earlier. We also have a heuristic for connecting the remote and the back-
bone networks. The methodology has been applied to the real world case of designing 
a LAN-LAN network for the Penn campus. The results are quite encouraging. We 
have produced a paper entitled "Design of Survivable LAN-LAN Internetworks with a 
Hierarchical Topology". Again) we have to caution the reader that this is a preliminary 
draft that is expected to undergo substantial revisions during the Summer) July - August 
1994. 
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We will enhance the work described in the preceding paragraph by applying the 
heuristics developed to problems with many nodes and providing extensive numerical 
tests. In addition, we need to provide dynamic routing schemes for end-to-end traffic in 
a LAN-LAN internetwork. We will also extend our analyses to LAN-WAN and WAN-
WAN internetworks where we will use a combination of routers and gateways. We 
expect to make modifications to the previous work done by Clarke and Anandalingam 
on developing a Design System for survivable networks. The functionality of routers and 
gateways make it imperative that we provide some fresh ideas to the earlier work. 
4 Availability of Self-Healing Ring Networks 
We have also been working with Mark Wilson of AT&T Bell Laboratories on estimat-
ing the availability of self healing ring networks which will be his Ph.D. dissertation 
at the University of Pennsylvania. His dissertation proposal has also been enclosed. 
While Mark Wilson is not being funded by the NSF grant, his dissertation is intimately 
connected to the subject of survivable heterogeneous networks. 
Mark Wilson is examining models for evaluating the availability of networks that 
are supposed to be survivable (or self healing). While much of our previous work has 
been on providing a survivable topology, Wilson's dissertation is on evaluating the prob-
abilities of such networks actually being survivable at points in time and after some 
failure event (i.e. the 'availability' of such networks). The focus of this work will be 
on SONET (Synchronous Optical Network) which is a survivable network because of its 
ring topology, and 'availability' will be one of components that customers will use (along 
with cost, functionality etc) in order to assess their networks. 
The collaboration will involve the development of heuristics to estimate availability 
rapidly. In addition, once these availability models are calibrated on SO NET, we expect 
that they will be used on the topologies that we produce in our work described above. 
Wilson's research is ongoing and will be partially supervised by G. Anandalingam. Mark 
Wilson also provides some very good insights from an industry perspective on our on-
going research efforts. 
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Annual Report for 
Design of Survivable Heterogeneous Data Networks 
NSF Grant NCR 92-06764 
(June 1994 through May 1995) 
Lloyd W. Clarke 
Industrial & Systems Engineering 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Overview of Research 
This is the final year of research on the above NSF grant. The work involves the 
development of formulations and novel solution techniques for designing heterogeneous 
data networks to survive under link or node failure. The interconnection of Local Area 
Networks, the connection of LANs to Wide Area. Networks, the interconnection of WANs, 
are all examples of heterogeneous data networks. Each of these networking problems 
have unique characteristics based on the communications protocols and the routing 
behavior of the interconnect devices . 
We have concentrated on network algorithms to solve these problems. We will de-
scribe two areas on which we have concentrated. The first area is heuristic algorithms for 
survivable networks. The second area is mathematical algorithms for general network 
design. 
Survivable Algorithms 
Our research in the area of survivable networks has included both heuristics and math-
ematical programming approaches. We have developed a software package that designs 
both capacitated and uncapa.cita.ted networks. The heuristic portion of the system works 
in two steps. The first step is the design of an initial feasible survivable network. The 
1 
1 Introduction 
This paper addresses the discrete choice network design problem, which arises in the telecom-
munication industry. Among the problems in telecommunication industry which are related 
to network design, one is the private network leasing proq}em. Instead of using the public 
switched network, large organizations can le~?.~yriv~~§Jj'pes to use exclusive1y to carry its 
communication traffic between different loc~ti8ii:s~· Bec~tt~~ :tll,e,,§..~ private lines are charged on 
a fixed rate, the overall cost might be less fqr an orgapi~atidh''t"gj(l~'!P.e a pbvate line between 
any two locations with heavy communicatidiJ:tre-ffic ~t.han to us~·Th.J!}t§.J?.!t.~ switched network 
and pay the bill on a per usage basis. Anoth¢)·\~Q~antage for a.n ~i:gtithzation to lease the 
·.·.·.· ::<·----~·"''· 
private network is that the organization has IT1Q.f&ffl~xibility to reconfigure the network to 
accomodate communication traffic changes in theorganiz~hion. In addition, private networks 
offer more reliable service. - ·· . · .·•···· 
An organization can lease exclusive linesJr:gmjJs offices to "tJr~ ·_hearest telephone company 
central office and exclusive lines between tfi~/8Bfiiifa;Loffices thaf connect different locations 
of the organization. There are some faci!i~ies wit~:~§:jif~l;~t •. ¢_~pacities to be chosed from for 
the private networks . For example, Dsq•(,R~~ita]j' Sig~·in~~~VSl 0), DS1(Digital Signal Level 
1 ), which has the capacity equivalent .~o 2¥Dso:;Jacilitid~:, and DS3(Digital Signal Level 3), 
which has the capacity equivalent t;8 jg_8 DS2 fadJ1~t~~:!k:~::DS1 circuit may cost the same as 
8 to 10 DSO circuit, which depengs ''gn the length :O*t'ith~tcircuit. 
Given an organization 's forec~~t\fqr the communication traffic between its offices in vari-
ous locations, what configuration. '8h•tB;¥··,~(:l;c:jlities between the central offices should be leased 
to carry this traffic at J:Q:ii1ip:ll.qP cost? Tii~'co§.t Jo:r the private network corresponds to the 
leasing cost of the . .fii,£Htt'i~s.J~1fded on the lfhks / T here is no routing cost for the user. 
1.1 Formulation 
-:::~:? 
We can fork~bl~te the private network leasing problem as mixed integer programming prob-
lem. Thyh~~-t~:·ji~g:r~dients of the model are a set V of nodes and a set E of links that are avail-
able for desig~i~:~·jt;Ji~::n~twork (we will specify whether the network is directed or not for each 
model). We also us~: th('}':i6Howing notations: Tis the number of different types of facilities; 
c,. is the capacity of facillt}/-i :'t})$..:}%.6 T); k[j is the cost of facility ron link (i,j). This model 
permits multiple commoditi~'iH':;'tfJ~t H = {h = (s , t) I (s, t) is a source- terminal pair} . 
For each h E H, let Rh denote.;t he requirement between the source, denoted s(h), and the 
terminal, denoted t(h). ·. 
Two types of variables are included in this model, one for discrete choice design decisions, 
one for continuous flow decisions . Let Yii be integral variable that indicates how many facility 
rare loaded on link (i ,j). Let fi~ denote the flow of commodity h on link (i ,j). The general 
model on a directed network is: 
In Model 1, constraints (1) are the flow conservation constraints, which correspond to 
the flow conservation for each commodities at each node; constraints (2) are the capacity 
constraints, which force the requirement that the total flow on any link can not exceed the 
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\Ve n1ake the distinction between netvvork design based on links where one has to decide 
what hnks to place in the network to ensure survi vabili ty 1 and design based on paths 
where one has to choose an1ong a set of paths for each origin-destination pair to ensure 
survivability. The path based approach has the advantage of better being able to deal 
with capacity constraints, origin destination flow require1nents, and delay constraints. 
The path based 1nodels require a cmnpletely different n1athe1natica.l approach. To 
better develop this approach, we return to the basic network design problen1 without 
survivability constraints. In these n1odels, the ntunber of variables is a factorial function. 
A 10 node network can have over 2 1nillion variables. This is handled by using column 
generation techniques, where the initial problen1 will only have a sn1al1 subset of the 
variables and additional variables are added as needed as the algorithn1 progresses. 
Detern1ining how and when to add variables to the n1odel requires a reasonable an1ount 
of optin1ization theory. This theory isn't easily applied to survivable networks. The 
e1nphasis is general nebvorks \\7ith capacity constraints. 
vVe \Vorked \Vith three different 1110clels. The first lTlOclel is a sinlple capacitated 
n1odel with choice of link locations. The second rnodel has nndtiplc size links available. 
Each location can have only one of the severed different size links. The final nwdel has 
rnultiple link sizes and can install any nun1ber of links in any location. Each of these 
n1oclels have a split flow a.nd a unified flow version. To work with the requirernent that 
origin-destination flow n1ust re1nain on one path, required son1e innovative rnathe1natical 
thought that relates to the colun1n generation in branch and bound. \Ve have found that 
the path forn1ulation n1ethod is a n1ore efficient and very pron1ising approach to solving 
network design proble1ns. Opti1nal solutions can be found for problen1s in size of up to 
20 nodes. Con1paring our path based fonnulation to a standard arc based formulation 
we can find optin1aJ solutions up to .5 tin1es faster. 
\Ne have presented this research in its different stages at different technical confer-
ences. These presentations include the 
• Fall '94 ORSA/THviS .Joint Nationall\1eeting in Detroit 
• 15th International S_yn1posiun1 on Niathe111atical Progran1n1ing in Ann Arbor, Au-
gust 1994 
• Institute of Industrial Engineers (liE) Research Conference in Atlanta, Niarch 1994 
• Fall ·~):3 OH.SA/T[\ilS .Joint ~ational l\1ecting in Phoeuix 
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network design problems. For example, if we add survivability constraints to our design 
problem, it is much easier to deal with the extra survivability constraints with the path-
based model than with the link-based model. Although we do not study the survivability 
problem in this paper, it was the inspiration for the present work. In section 2.3, we will see 
that there are less rows but much more columns in .the pa.;P.h-based model than in the link-
based model. Therefore, a branch-and-price aJgqrithti£:;:t~irlhoduced to solve the path-based 
model. In order to show the effectiveness of:::'drti~'i:ibran2)f~;~hq~p~ice algorit!J_m, we compare it 
,,.,. ·:<·:·:.'<·.;.;.·: .. :·:·.·.:·:·>:·: .. ;..... ':-:· 
to a branch-and- bound algorithm to solve :$he link-based ·mBq;~lf;j .Qt:)mputational results on 
the I~w~:~~,~~:f :~0~~~~: ;~: ~~~p::~:~!li§,~~~~~e b;nary~:W:1ii~l«odel 2, which is a 
much harder problem than Model 1. Model 2 is v~f.Y:iti;A,<;:t i cal , since for some real problems, 
the commodities are unsplitable such as phone t~li~ :~ ''} ':':li'~~~;':')\.. .,:: 
We will use similar strategies to solve Model 2 as ~'~''''a~·::~~i1;f;tv,l'bdel 1. Both link-based 
model and path-based model are studied, ~.l;lg~:J:?J:anch-and-p;i't?\}~lgorithm is used to solve 
the path-based model. For the branch-andb'pl;it~ ,:!~l.S,QJithm on ,path-based model , since the 
algorithm will branch on some binary pat,~ (flow) ~lti'~~l .. ;;~ !'Qi.;ne new branching rule must be 
given to deal with it. In Section 5, we di$C~ss ouf algoi~ithms on Model 2 based on Model 1. 
Two branching rules for the branch-and-pdce algorithm are given on solving the path-based 
model. The computational results on the two algori ~hms with different branchi1ng rules, as 
well as the computational results on the link-based>model, are campared . 
2 Formulations 
In this paper, wy :§t.hfLa'iscd~s ' ~f>H.i~ :::§Pecial v~i:'$l~ns of the network design problem. Based 
on Model 1, tl1~":'g~neral mode(W~;[.l@~~e the fdllowing assumptions: 
(1) No figw:costs, i.e. b?j = 0. · f::\i~t]\jl, 
Under th~.se assumptions, three ffiBif~ls which are slightly different only on the constraint 
how the faehities ,,can be loaded on a lihkare studied. In section 2.1, we set up the link-based 
models. ,:ii{'~:g:&t~Ri~~j~;'~\ V:e set up the;i a.th-ba.sed models . 
2.1 
. ·:::::::·=:::;:/::::::: :::~= .. 
Link-baseJ:'(:ili'titlels:::>C··· 
··.·.,.,,:;:·· ··:~···>:::::.:···,:,::·· 
For the link-based models, we a;g~bme that the network is directed. All variables are defined 
as described in the previous secfion . 
Model (L1): 
Under the assumptions that only high capacity faci li ty is used (i.e. T =1, c=high capacity) 
and at most one facility is loaded for any link (i .e. Yij is binary), we have the model(LI)· 
In Model Lh (5) is the flow conservation constraint, (6) is the capacity constraint. 
Model (L2): 
Under the assumptions that T different capacity facili ties are used and at most one facility 
is loaded for any link (i. e. Yij is binary), we have the model(L2). 
:tvlodel (L3): 
4 
min L k;jYij 
(i,j)EE ·.·. 
2.: !li - 2.: J/i 
jEV,(i,j)EE IEV,(I,i)EE 
= { '~i~ :~ j f';frf*tv~IE;;J(, 'iJt E H. ofw ... ,.,,,.,.,,, 
2.: ui~ + !j~ ) < cy;j V(i,j) E E 
hEH 




];~ > 0 j,~~~'t;J;_,A; ,:#(i,j) E £,hE H (8) 
Model L1 : Link-based model witl'l\only h{gh cal~WBt:Yi:facility and binary y's ·- -.·- ·. ·-. · 
:\}~:~:: -:f. 
T 
mm L L kiiYii 
(i ,j)EE r=l 
,~., Rh, ifi =s(h) 
= -Rh , if i = t(h) 
• · 0, ojw 
ViE V, Vh E H. (9) 
< ·.·. '\'T ·r 
.·. L.•·=l CrYij V(i ,j) E E (10) 
T ·.c~· 
LY: ,}~ 1 (ll) 
r=l 
yiJ binary V(i,j) E E, 1 :::; r:::; T (12) 
! " > 0 t) V(i,j)EE,hE H ( 13) 
Model L2 : Link-based model with Binary y's 
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If we allow more than one facilities to be loaded on each link, then change y variables to 
integers and delete constraints (11) in model (L2 ), we get model (L3 ). 
2.2 Path-based models 
We now set up the alternative models for the_,JtJ1two1~'¥!.<;}.~f~n problems we study, and refer 
them as path-based models. For the path·.~-~~d mJ~:¢1~~li::W~\ assume that the network is 
und~:e1cted. ~"l'& ··•·· .i ·~ · · ~~~,;-·~ilif~ 
and 
and 
ph= {p~, ... , p~J be th:''i~~J:;b~:, a.ll paths joinings(h) and 
t(h) for h E H 
h { I, if em E,pJ [&r Vi ""'_l, _ . ·.. ·'.· ... M.!f, 1 :S: h :S: IHI, 
amj = .J $.' J: fS n)i 
0 ... ·<· . ofw . ·.,, 
x7 =flow of co~t~dity h ~~~~~ ath pj 
;y:!;.~~::.:.::· . • 
Then, the path-based model co.rt;~§ppnding to the link-based model(Lt) IS: 
nh 
L L a~jxj CYm Vem E E (14) 
hEH j=I 
nh 
l:xJ Rh \fh E H ( 15) 
j=l 
Ym binary Vem E E (16) 
x1~ > 0 
J 
\fh E H, 1 :S: j :S: nh (17) 
Model P1 : Path-based model with Binary y's 
In Model P1 , (14) is the capacity constraint, (15) is the flow conservation constraint. 
If we allow more than one facilities to be loaded on each link, then change y variables to 











LY';,. < (20) 
xj > 0 
Model P2 : Path-based Mq,del with Bihary y's 
2.3 Size Comparison 
The sizes of the link-based mod .·• ' . and the p~~l~='b:sed model( P2 ) are compared in the 
following tables. 
Comparison of model (L2 ) and (P2 ) 
./ 
Where g() is an e:%r§ti~ttt1;al fun¢.tion. Let n = lVI, for a complete graph, 
g( n) = c~ zk:~ c~iiw! ···:> :n! 
#of rows #of columns 
model (L2) 540 2115 
model (P2) 135 > 2,000,000 
Table 2: On a 10-node complete graph 
Note: Suppose IHI = lEI and T=2. 
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3 Solution Methods 
In Table 2, we see that even in alO-node complete graph, the number of columns in model(P2) 
is very big. Therefore, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to solve the relaxed LP of the 
path-based model directly. In this section, we give the br¢nch-and-price algorithm to solve 
the path-ba.sed model(P2). In this algorithrn . .?'::i.rst~~~=ef:.solving the relaxed LP of path-
based model(P2) directly, column generatiqp:i t~thniqh~:i:{$1•:]it~.e,p to do it, The proof of the 
correctness of the a.lgorithm is also present~d. This algbdtfi'ftii)\~}ll >also ~~rk for path-based 
model(P1) and model(P3 ) too. }: .. <: <. :~:::=": ·_:·:=:=; , : 
:·::·.:.: :··· ::::· :::·:·:· ·>::.:::~=~\)/<:: . 
. -. ·=··=:::~: 
3.1 Column Generation Algorit~~fii·Jf::i·;~i·\i;:=;:.•: .. 
. ..::::·>·: ···· 
Branch-and-price algorithm will be used to solve the path~'S1{~~~))J):qdel(P2 ) . It means that at 
every node of the branch-tree, column generation. algorithm ~f!tjj~ used to solve the relaxed 
LP. ,, ..  
In general, the column generation algorithm ~·~ ~·sed to sdlve large-scale linear programs 
or linear programs that contain constraints of speciai st:ru.cture. The strategy of the col-
umn generation algorithm is to operate on two separate linear programs, one is the master 
problem, the other one is the subp,roblem. Afte1· the J11aster problem is solved, a new set 
of cost coefficients to the subproblern is generated ~nd passed to the subproblem; then the 
subproblem with the new cost coefficients is solved, and one or more new columns for the 
master problem are generated, which -are added to the master problem to form a new master 
problem. Repeat the ~.:>qv.:~ p.rocedure, UJtt:iha pQint is reached where the solution to the 
original problem i§::~P1l.J~v~.~\•,. : .. =::... . . ... (~ 
There are t'Yg:j=:lahds of s~'it~:BJ~)l:LP, models}fbr column generation algorithm. One is the 
decomposabl~:.:;fu~del, in which th·g;: f'SJbtraints' of the LP are divided into two sets: general 
constraints ~hd constraints with sp~dj'~l structure. For the decomposable model, master 
problem i~ :·~. ~p over the set of get1.·~~~al constraints, and the subproblem is an LP over 
the set of; .l§:~;~;¢fW1'99PStraints. The oth~F one is the nondecomposable model, which includes 
nondecdfuposifi:t¢ni~;\;prqblems with j$o many variables. For nondecomposable model, the 
master problem is .. £h'WB:=A'vith a sub:$et of all the variables, and the subproblem is to price 
out all the variables n~C~fht.i='~l:~ed. -•i:o, •:the master problem. 
The LP relaxation of oul' <.p:a:t:h-based models belongs to the nondecomposable model. 
In section 3.1.1, we will present the column generation algorithm for the LP relaxation of 
path-based model(P2). For path-based moclel(P1) and moclel(P3 ), it works too. It turns out 
that the subproblem is induced to the shortest path problem . 
3.1.1 The master problem and the subproblem 
After relaxing the binary y variables in modei(P2 ) to be continuous and introducing artificial 
variables sh for h E H , we have the relaxed LP of model ( P2) with all the possible columns 
as: 
(PLP): The LP relaxation of ( P2) 
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T 
111111 L L k;~Ly~L + L Ash 
em EE r=l hEll 
tUm LT . r r=l Crlfm E En" h .h - hEl-l j=I amj·l·j ~0 \/em E E (23) 
Vh Lnh Th + 'i j=l"j' ~h =1 \lh E JJ (24) 
llm 
T T 
Lr=l Yrn :::;1 \/em E E (2.5) 
!J :;~ ~0 VernE£, 1 :::; I :::; T (26) 
~rh 
.7 ~0 \lh E JI,l :::;j :::; nh (27) 
8h 2:::0 \lh E 11 (28) 
vVhere 'IDm, vh and v.m are the corresponding dual var1ahles~ and A is a big nun1ber serving 
as the penalty coefficient for the a.rti ficial vari abies Sh. 
In (PLP)~ we see that there are two kinds of variables: they variables and the x variables. 
The nu1nber of':/ variables is much srna.ller than tl1e number of x variables. V/e will include 
all they variables in the jni tia.l rnaster problen1, and irn plPinent colun1 n generation a.lgorithn1 
only on x variables. 
Suppose the x variables corresponding to paths in the set. 1'1 ph, \1 h E H are included 
in the n1aster problen1 (For the initial rnaster problern, we can set Jl1Ph = 0, \lh E H, and 
include the artificial variable ·"II for each h E H). 'I'll en. after we solve the Inaster problen1, 
vve need to price out thf' x va.ria.b les not i ncludecl in the 1 naster problern. Let ( :r*, y*, s*) 
denote the optirna.l solution of the Ill aster problem, frorn ( PLP ), the price-out problen1 is to 
check if 
M 
(Inequality 1) L'~ S L a~r.(W~1 \1 h E 11, pj E ph - 1,1 ph ( C ondit·ion 1) 
m=l 
vvhere w~" 2::: 0. 
Let w~. 2:: 0 be the weight for em E E in the network. If (Condition 1) satisfied, then 
( x*, y*, s*) is the opbn1al solution of ( PL P); Otherwise, any path variable corresponding to 
a path which violates (h1cqualdy 1) can be added to the rnaster problern. 
Let ph be the shortest path joining s(h) and t(h) in the nehvork, then (Condit-ion 1) is 
equivalent to (Condirion :2): 
VhEff ( Con di t on :2 ) 
If ( C ondii'ion 2) satisfied~ then ( :r"' ~ y* ~ s*) is the optin1al solution of ( PLP); Otherwise, 
the path variables corresponding to the shortest paths that violate ( C onditon 2) will be 
added to the n1aster problen1. 
Therefore, the subproble1n of our cohunn generation algoritlun is induced to a shortest 
path problern, which is: 
(SP): Subproblen1 
Solve the shortest path problen1 for alllrE 1! in the network with weight w~ ~ 0 for 
em E E. 
Note: We can use Floyd's Algorithm to solve the shortest path problenrfor all hE H. 
3.1.2 The Colun1n Generation Algorithn1 and the proof of its correctness 
Algorithn1 to solve (PLP): 
Step 0. Set ( i\10 ) to be the initial 1naster problem~ i = 0; 
Step 1. Solve (AI,), get d ua.l variables u~~~ and v~; 
Step 2. Solve (SP); 
Step ~{. If ( C~ondi tion 2) satisfied~ stop, the optin1al 
solution of (111;) is the opfirnalsolution of (PLP); 
Otherwise, let 
P.4T1l = {Ji I v~ > L w~J 
a:dcl colun1ns corresponding to ph E PAT 11 to ( 1'fi) to 
forrn ( 1'fi+l), set 'i = 'i + 1, go to step 1. 
Proof ofthe correctness of the algorithn1: 
In step 3, we see that every colurnn added to the nwdel is a colutTll1 of (PLP). Since 
the nurnber ofaJl possible colurnns for (PLP) is 1irni1ccL this algorithn1 will tenninate in 
finite step wifh a solution ( .z·><, y"'. ·"* ). Since (condition :2) is satisfied when the algorithn1 
tenninates, (:r*, y*, s*) is the optin1al solution ol' (PLP). 
In the optin1a.l solution (a:*~ y"', s"') of ( P L P), if ,.,"' is not. a ~ero vector then ( PLP) is 
infea.sible, so is the integer rnodel(P2 ). stop. 
3.2 Branch-and-price algorithm to solve model(P2) 
We will use branch-and-price algoritl1n1 to solve Inodel( P2 ). 
In section :3.1, \Ve studied the colurnn generation algorith1n for solving the relaxed LP 
(PLP) at the root node of the branch-tree. One thing we have observed is that at the root 
node we include all the integer y variables in our initial n1oclel, and we only generate new 
colun1ns corresponding to the continuous path variable x. Therefore, at any node of the 
branch-tree with son1e y variables being fixed, we ca.n use the coh1n1n generation a.lgorithrn 
in section 3.1 to solve the relaxed LP. But there are three options of ho\V to choose cohunns 
lO 
corresponding to the path variable x to be iucluded in the initial relaxation at each node. 
We can take the following options: 
( 1) No path colun1ns being included in the initial relaxation except the artificial variables, 
it is like the initial rela.xaUon at root node; 
(2) All path colurnns generated so far being included in the initial relaxation; 
(3) Only a. subset of all the path colun1ns generated before being included in the initial 
relaxation. (If we take this option, we need to give a rule on selecting the path colun1ns.) 
In section 4, we give the computational results on s01ne randon1ly generated instances. 
4 Computational results 
In table 3, 4 categories of problen1s arc listed. For each problen1 category, .5 instances are 
randon1ly generated. In table 4, the initial sizes for these problerns are listed. 
proble1n which nurubcr of nun1 ber of Innnber of ntun ber of 
category Inoclel nodes links s-t pa1rs instances 
1In1 0 n1odel I 10 :20 :20 .5 
2n110 lllOclel :2 10 20 20 .) 
3Inl0 nwdel :{ lO 20 20 5 
ln115 n1odcl l l:S 2:) :)() 5 
2n115 n1odel 2 15 :2:) !)0 .s 
:3Inl5 Jnoclel 3 1 r: .) :2 . .') !10 5 
Tabk :~: Prohlern data 
l)l'oblenl·· ... · .. link-based n1odel path-based n1odel 
categ6l'y rows colurnns non-zeroes rows colun1ns non-zeroes 
1n110 I 2:30 820 2460 50 40 80 
2n110 240 840 2480 60 60 100 
:3Inl0 220 SilO :2440 40 60 60 
1n11 .5 790 2.52.5 7575 90 75 12.5 
2In15 800 25.50 7600 100 100 1.50 
:1n115 770 2.}.)() 75.}0 7.5 100 100 
,.rahle il: The initial sizes 
Every instance is solved twice \Vi th l\HNTO (the I\'l ixcd INTeger Optiinizer), once in 
link-based n1oclel, once in path-based nJOdcl. For link-based lllodeL we irnplernent NIINTO 
ll 
in default way, which is a kind of branch-and-cut algorithm, because some cuts may be gen-
erated by the default system functions including clique generation, implication generation, 
knapsack cover generation, flow cover generation. In the default way, MINTO will also do 
preprocessing and limited probing. For path-based model, the branch-and-price algorithm 
described in section 3 is applied with option (2) on ~.elect.i.pg ini t ial set of path columns at 
every node in .the branch-tree. Since we want c~hnnfi' generation to capitalize the spe-
cial structure of the path-based model, we cimfh'~:M~fault system functions offered 
-::.:·:-:. ·-:-:-:..-.·:-~:-·-:-·-:-:.2-:-.-:. :-:-
by MINTO, and program some applicat' nctions to iriftH~ffi~pt colur#:n generation with 
MINTO. ··. \:'li~i''tjw:·:.;.*;im:;,,.· 
In table 5, the average computational 5 instances foi''eit€h problem category 
are displayed. 
• . . '·:•.·.·.·,·-
problem link-based model path-based !Ylbtl~l/ ' 
category nodes timet, cuts i1ocles : :time tr columns tf/tp gap 
1m10 746 793.4 563 . 2315 221.2 2181 3.59 73.1 % 
2m10 2452 642.0 0 3445 634.8 3009 1.01 281.8% 
3m10 1225 281.0 0 1614 101.6 980 2.77 183.4% 
1m15 886 5650.6 .1525 5402: . 1112W 3925 5.08 62.1% 
2m15 10684 20520.6 0 17905 ·1;266.8;6 6688 1.62 1,115.2% 
.: ·-
3m15 15121 25368.2: .. 0 25688 8724.2 4942 2.91 93.0% 
. ·•. ·-·--:·:-:-:: :-
Table 5: A vef:'~~~:(hij~B¥~~\~ional. results on 5 instances 
nodes: average ,ng~h~~~;;g; ;ri,bii%~; :~yalua~'~j~\i~~i~h: branch-bound tree; 
time: aver~g¢/CPU seconds (IBNf-;RS/6000model 550); 
cuts: aver~ge number of cuts gen'i t ated; 
columns: ~y~rage number of columii~':generated; 
gap: ~:¥~.n~ge (IP-LP)/LP, where')]'? is the optimal solution , LP is the relaxed linear 
In ta::~-~;::::.::~t:~::i:::~gori thm on path-b"'ed models works better 
than the branch-and-cut"1tfg~iJh:tiiu: ~n link-based model. 
5 Algorithms on Model 2 
\
In Model 1, if we change the flow variables f;} to be binary, we have Model 2. 
We will use the sta.ndard algorithm to solve the link-based model for Model 2, so here 
we will focus on how to solve the path-based model. 
In Model (P3 ) in Section 2, if we change path variables xJ to be binary, we have Model 
(P4): 
We will still use branch-and-price algorithm to solve (P4 ) like we do on (P3). But because I e use column generation on path variables to solve the LP relaxation, we need to give 
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T 
rnm L L k~, .z/~~ 
emEEr=l 
< Vcm E E (29) 
Vh E !I ( :30) 
Vem E E, 1 ::; r ::; T ( 31 ) 
Niodel Pt: Path-based lVIodel with Binary x's 
suitable branching strategy on x variables so that it works and the subproblen1 can be solved 
efficiently. 
A typical branch rule on binary variables is that if :r} is fractionaL two new branches 
are generated, one of t]Jf'SC \Voulcl force :r} to be 1, the other \Vould force .r.] to be 0. But 
with colun1n generation, this t,ypical branch rule does not work. In the branch with :rj' = 1, 
there is no problen1; But in the branch \vith :rh = 0. when we use column generation to solve 
J 
the LP relaxation, that path variable :r:l n1ay be generated again, vvhich causes problen1. 
Therefore, we n1ust give sorne branch rule on path variables such that if a path variable is 
set to 0 in son1e branch, it will he prevented to he generated again in that branch. 
\Ve give two branch rul('s which work. and will co1npc1n' these two branch rules based on 
son1e cornputational results later. 
Suppose we want to branch 011 p<:1th variable :r}, whiclt represents a path fro111 nodes to 
node t, and ~rJis corn posed of by links e1 • t:-2, ... , ek in order frorn the origin to the destination. 
Instead of generating two branches~ we generate k+ 1 branches. 
Rule one: 
(1) At the first branch, set ~·cj~ = 1; 
(2) Force :cJ = 0 by creating k new branches, one for each link ei in the path such that 
in this branch no path fron1 s to t is allowed to go through link fi. 
The subproblen1 under H.ule one: 
Suppose at current node in the branch tree, for den1and h E Ii, links fh 1 , eh2 , ... , eht are 
not a.llowed, than the su bproblen1 is: 





, ... , ehr deleted and with weight w~l ~ 0 on t.lw rest. links in the original network, 
where w~n is the dual variables as defined in Section :L 
Rule two: 
(1) At the first branch, set. .rh = l; .I 
l :3 
(2) Force xjL = 0 by creating k ne\v branches, one for each link ei in the path such that 
in this branch any path fron1 s tot rnust go through link fj for j=l, 2, ... , i-1, but without 
going through ei. 
The subproblern under Rule two: 




, ... , eht are 
fixed and eht+I is not allowed, and node 'llh is adjacent to both node eht and node eht+l. Let 
sh be the source node and th be the destination node for den1and h E J-J, then Rule two 
guarantee that [eh 1 , eh2 , ••• , tht] is in order a path fron1 sh to 'Uh, and the subproblen1 is: 
For each denw.nd h E 11. solve the frorn Hh to th shortest path problen1 in the netvvork 
without nodes in the path [ Cfl 1 , th 2 , ... , eht] except node uh and without link eht+ 1 , and with 
weight w:rL 2:: 0 on the rest 1inks in the original network, where w~n is the dual variables as 
defined in Section :3. After the shortest path fron1 uh to lh is founcL the shortest path fro1n 




• .... ch 1] b·orn sh to uh and the shortest 
path fron1 uh to th 
Rule one and Rule t\vo appear siiglJtJy different. But with Rule One, there are son1e 
overlaps bet~:veen the k nevv branches created to force ;TJ = 0; \Vith Rule Two, no overlaps 
happen. 
It turns out that with the two branch ruks on path variables, the subproblen1 for the 
colun1n generation ren1ains to he shortest path proble1n. \vhich is a good feature for our 
algori thn1. 
6 Conclusions 
Fron1 the con1puta.tional results given in section 4 1 we see that the branch-and-price algorith1n 
on the path-based n1ocleJ works better compared witl1 the branch-and-cut algorithn1 on 
link-based n1odel. But our initial ins pi rat ion on st ucl.yi ng the path- based rnoclel \Vas to 
study telecQI11111unication network clesig11 problem with sun·iv;-lbilit.)· collstraints, in which 
so1ne extra constraints, sue h c-1s t wo-coniwct.cd (!'or each s- t pair, two link disjoint paths 
exist) constrai11ts~ are aclcled to the network design nwdel. Because of the structure of the 
survivability constraints, it is suitable to sf't up a path-based rnodel. One of our future 
research directions is to study how to incorporate the bra11ch-and-price algorith1n with extra 
survivability constraints in the modeL The extra survi va bil i t.Y collst rai nts will 1nake the 
subproble1n for colmnn generation rnore cmnplicated. Anotber research direction is how to 
incorporate the branch-aud-price algorithn1 with integral path variables. The requiren1ent 
for these path variables to be integral is 11ecessary for smne practical problen1s, for exan1ple, 
if every con1n1oclity cmTesponcling to cl s-t pair can not be split. This will con1plicates the 
branching strategy and the su bproblcn1 for coltnnn generation. 
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This is the final report on the above NSF grant. The work involves the development 
of formulations and novel solution techniques for designing heterogeneous data networks 
to survive under link or node failure . 
\Ve have graduated two Ph.D.s at the Uni\·ersity of Pennsylvania. Keesung \am who 
is no\v employed by A.T.& T. Bell Laboratories. and Frances Lee who has also received 
an offer from A.T.& T. Bell Labs. In \larch 1996. a third Ph.D ., Panjing Gong. will be 
graduating from Georgia Institute of Technology. 
We are completing a book on the design of telecommunications net\\·orks \rhich \\"ill 
be published by Kluwer. Three papers from our research will shortly appear iu technical 
journals. and three other papers are currently under review. We ha\·e also made a 
number of presentations of our results in international conferences and academic and 
professional organizations. 
Based on our international reputation in telecommunications network design. Anan-
clalingam has been invited to be a Visiting Lecturer in the Systems Analysis Laboratory 
of the Helsinki University of Technology (Finland). and to be the lead person in creating 
a Center for Information Technology and Telecommunications at the Indian Institute 
of ivlanagement in Bangalore, a city which is now being called the "Silicon v·alley" of 
India. 
vVe will briefly describe our research on the NSF grant below: 
1 Survivable Network Algorithms 
\:Ve have derived methodologies for designing survivable networks. The ,,·ork involves 
l"ormulating the survivable network design problem, obtaining methodologies for so \vi ng 
1 
problems with numerous nodes, integrating these heuristics into a Design System, and 
obtaining numerical results that show the computational performance of the Design 
System. 
Our research in the area of survivable networks has included both heuristics and 
mathematical programming approaches. We have developed a software package that de-
signs both capacitated and uncapacitated networks. The heuristic portion of the system 
works in two steps. The first step is the design of an initial feasible survivable network. 
The second step is the improvement of this solution. We have shown that this system 
generates very good solutions. The quality of the heuristic solutions can be <1ssessed by 
the math programming portion of the design system. The math programming portion 
can determine lower bounds for both capacitated and uncapacitated networks. It can 
also find optimal solutions for uncapacitated survivable networks. 
Some of this work has been written for publication. The paper "A Bootstrap Heuris-
tic for Designing Yiinimum Cost Survivable Networks·· ( L. Clarke and G . . \n<~nclalingam ) 
has been accepted for publication in the journ<1l Computers and Operations Research. 
This paper deals with uncapacitated survivable networks. It covers mathem<~tica l formu-
lations for link and node survivabilitY. It also uses these formulations to determine lo\\·er . . 
bounds and the optimal solution. \Ve present a heuristic based on the lO\\·er bound thar 
generates an initial feasible solution. We use sen~ral different improvement heuristics to 
generate a final solution. 
Another paper entitled .. An Integrated System for Designing .Minimum Cost Survi\·-
able Telecommunications Networks" (L. Clarke and G. Anandalingam) is scheduled to 
appear in IEEE Journal on Systems, Alan €-_{ Cybernetics. This paper concentrates on 
capacitated survivable networks. A Lagrangian relaxation technique is usee\ for finding 
lower bounds. Several heuristics are presented for finding solutions. 
We also have a paper "The Design of Minimum Cost Survivable Telecommunication 
~etworks: A Synthesis." (L. Clarke and G. Anandalingam). This is a sun·ey paper that 
covers the difference between network reliability and network survivability. Fundamental 
concepts such as disjoint paths and biconnected components are covered. We present 
formulations and sample research using link-based designs and path-based designs. The 
paper has been circulated for comments and will be submitted to a journal sltortly. 
General Network Algorithms: [n the search for more efficient methods of solving 
network design problems, we looked at new formulations for the problem of cl~signing 
survivable telecommunications networks. We make the distinction between network 
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design based on links where one has to decide what links to place in the network to ensure 
sur vi vabili ty, and design based on paths where one has to choose among a set of paths 
for each origin-destination r:;.::.:r to ensure survivability. The path based approach has 
the advantage of being able to deal better with capacity constraints , origin destination 
flow requirements , and delay constraints. The examination of general algorithms for 
survivable network design is the area of dissertation research for Panjing Gong of Georgia 
Institute of Technology. 
The path based models require a completely different mathematical approach . To 
better develop this approach, we return to the basic network design problem without 
survivability constraints. In these models, the number of variables is a factorial function. 
A 10 node network can have over 2 million \'ariables. This is handled by using column 
generation techniques , where the initial problem will only have a small subset of the 
variables and additional variables are added as needed as the algorithm progresses. 
Determining how and •vhen to add variables to the model requires a reasonable amount 
of optimization theory. This theory isn't easily applied to survivable net\wrks. The 
emphasis is general networks with capacity constraints. 
\;\'e worked with three different models. The first model is a sif!1ple capC\citatecl 
model \\·ith choice of link locations. The second model has multiple size links C\\·ailable. 
Each locat ion can hcn·e only one of the several different size links. The final model has 
multiple link sizes and can install any number of links in any location. Each of these 
models have a split flow and a unified flow \·ersion. To work with the requirement that 
origin-destination flow must remain on one path. required some innovative-matbematical 
thought that relates to the column generation in branch and bound. We ha\·e found t hat 
the patb formulation method is a more efficient and \·ery promising approach to solving 
network design problems. Optimal solutions can be found for problems in size of up to 
20 nodes. Comparing our path based formulation to a standard link based formulation 
we can find optimal solutions up to 5 times faster. 
\Ve have presented this research in its different stages at different technical confer-
ences (See Appendix 2). 
2 Design of Survivable International Networks 
This research is the basis of the dissertation of Keesung Nam, a Ph.D. student supervised 
by G. Anandalingam at the University of Pennsylvania entitled The Design of Sun•ivable 
International Telecommunications Networks. The main differences between designing 
survivable data networks for corporations located in one country, and distributed across 
the globe are: (a) the peak communications traffic between pairs of countries occurs a t 
different times, and (b) different countries have different objectives, although they may 
use the same network. Thus, telecommunications networks can be used very efficiently 
by implementing dynamic routing that sends traffic via transit countries . 
In N am's dissertation, we have formulated two kinds of problems. First. \ve have 
examined a survivable network that uses pre-planned time varying dynamic routing 
based on the daily traffic profile among countries (Chapter 3). Each country-to-country 
pair can choose the degree of survivability by gi,·ing the network designer a parameter 
that fixes the amount of traffic that should be re-routed under node or li nk failure. \Ve 
have also derived heuristics to solve large size problems and have tested the heuristics 
against lower bounds . The heuristic is very simple: It involves decomposing t he problem. 
using the Design System of Clarke and Anandalingam to solve part of the new structure, 
and in the other part. using linear programming to solve integer programming problems 
and rounding the solutions in a pre-arranged order. \\'e ha,·e tested the problem on both 
~n Atlantic and a Pacific Basin network. The Pacific Basin network is large (containing 
1.3 couritries) with more than -1:0.000 variables. many of tbem integer. and around GO.OOO 
constraints. The problem was solved in lG-:n minu tes on a Sr\' SparcStation. and ,,·as 
,,·ithin l pe r cent of the Lower Bound. These are excellent results . . -\ paper entitled 
·Heuristics for Designing International Telecommunications Networks·. co-authored by 
\'am. Anandalingam and Clarke has been submitted for publication. 
The second problem we examined involved the ad,·antages and disach·antages for the 
countries to form a coalition in order to design a truly integrated network. T he issues 
were the increase in benefits and decrease in costs to the entire coalition of designing 
the network cooperatively, and how these benefits should be distributed to the players 
equitably. (Chapter 5 in Nam's dissertation). For this we used developments in C:o-
operati ve Game Theory. vVe also wanted to examine whether t he U. S. shou ld take 
the lead in developing the international network. The issue here is \Vhether there are 
economic gains to be made by being the leader in a non-cooperati ve Stackelberg game, 
or whether one should only be part of a coalition. To analyze this case. we had to 
develop some methodology in bi-level programming (Chapter 4). All of the uumerica l 
analysis in these cases were based on real world data that was distilled H'ry carefully 
from published sotu-ces . r\ paper entitled "Conflict and Cooperation in DPsigning In-
ternational Telecommunications Networks" co-authored by Anandalingam and N am has 
been submitted for publication. 
4 
3 The LAN-LAN Internetworking Problem 
This area of research is the basis of the Ph.D. dissertation of Frances Lee who is s11per-
vised by G. Anandalingam at the University of Pennsy lvania. This work will continue 
on to next year, and we expect that the dissertation will be completed by ?\lay 199.5. 
\Ve have examined a number of bridges and routers in the commercial market, and 
have extracted out all the important features. The issue is which device one would use 
in interconnecting different LANs. This examination has resulted in a draft of a paper 
entitled "On the Choice of Bridges and Routers as Internetworking Devices·· t hat has 
been submitted for publication. 
\Ve have also modeled the survivable L.-\:\J -LA:\ internetworking problem using a 
hierarchical architecture. In this case, vve use either a combination of remote routers 
and backbone routers or bridges and backbone routers . The remote network is designed 
using both a mathematical programming approach and a statistical clustering approach. 
\Ve haYe examined the computational performance of each. The backbone net\vork is 
designed using the Design System that was produced by Clarke and .-\nanclalingam. 
described earlier. \Ve also have a heuristic for connecting the remote and the backbone 
networks: The m ethodology has been applied to the real \\·oriel case of designing a L:\ \ -
LA\ net\\·ork for the Penn campus. l!sing our tnethodology. we can design smvi\·able 
LAI\-L.-\:-I internetworks with -500 users in less than :3 - :) minu tes which is extr<'mely fast . 
\Ve ha\·e submitted a paper entitled '·Design of Sun·ivable LA:'-J -LA\ Int ernetworks wi t h 
a Hierarchical Topology", co-authored by Lee and .-\nanda.iingam that will appear in 
IEEE Transactions on Networking. 
\\'e have examined the performance of the int ernet works that \\· e ha\·e cle~ igneclusing 
the heuristics described earlier relative to networks \\·ith different topologies and devices. 
In particular, we have examined networks with routers instead of bridges. and a combi-
nation of bridges in remote sites and routers on the backbone and situat ions where the 
backbone is a ring versus where the access netw ork is a ring. In addition. \\·e have also 
examined different dynamic routing mechanisms in the network. All of these analyses 
involved using discrete event simulation. \Ve a re in the process of fin ali zing a paper 
(which will be the final chapter in Frances Lee's Ph.D. dissertation) which will al so be 
submitted for publicat ion. 
5 
4 Availability of Self-Healing Ring Networks 
Our collaboration with Mark Wilson of AT&T Bell Laboratories on estimating the ;wail-
ability of self healing ring networks was quite fruitful. He completed his dissertation in 
May 1995. Although Mark Wilson is not being funded by the NSF grant, his dissertation 
is intimately connected to the subject of surYivable heterogeneous networks. 
Mark Wilson examined models for evaluating the availability of networks that are 
supposed to be survivable (or self healing). While much of our previous work has been 
on providing a survivable topology, Wilson's dissertation was on evaluating the probabil-
ities of such networks actually being survivable at points in time and after some failure 
event (i.e. the 'availability ' of such networks). The focus of this work is on SONET 
(Synchronous Optical Network) which is a surYiYable network because of its ring topol-
ogy, and 'availability' will be one of components that customers will use (along with 
cost, functionality etc) in order to assess their networks . 
The collaboration involved the development of heuristics to estimate availability 
rapidly. In addition, these availability models are being calibrated on SO NET, and 
should be used in real world applications . G. Anandalingam was a member of ~Icu:k . 
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